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WHAT’S NEW
1.  FLUVAL Gravel Vacs 
Now available in two convenient sizes - 20 - 50cm and 30-60cm 
for deeper aquariums. Fluval Gravel Vacs have great flexibility 
- featuring adjustable flow rates, easy start pump start, spill 
free bucket clip for total control of your gravel cleaning needs.  
Designed also to suit multi surface substrates - avoiding jamming 
of inlet mouth.

3.  SOLUTIONS Dental Rings 
Designed as an inexpensive way to clean teeth, remove plaque and 
tartar and whiten teeth for Dogs. Available in 3 size packs to suit all 
size breeds - Small - 4 pack , Medium - 3 Pack and Large - 2 Pack.  
The reinforced ring with dental paste surface has a pleasant minty 
taste that appeals to dogs, doubling as a play device as well.

6.  HYPER FETCH - Power Ball Retrieving Device 
The “play alone” ball pitcher to entertain dogs in your absence.   
The dog retrieves ball and drops it into device to have it thrown 
again.  Comes with rechargeable battery, remote control and 3 
super bounce balls.

4.  XP3020 - Extra Premium Dog Food 
Cookcoo has a large range of Rubber, Plush and Ball Toys all 
with unique features including treat dispenser, bouncy jump and 
bottle items.  The feature range TORNADO - are available with and 
without rope addition and include the treat dispenser feature. 

5.  SCRATCH ‘N MASSAGE Cat Bed 
The ultimate in cat pleasure - a cat bed made from ripple board 
cardboard for both sleeping and claw sharpening.  Added 
advantage is a surface ideal for rubbing and massaging to 
complete the pleasure cycle.

2.  ROLL ‘ CLEAN - Self Cleaning Litter Boxes 
Canada’s most popular cat toilet system -  Roll ‘ n Clean allows 
easy removal of waste clumps by simply rolling the unit one way 
and back - and clumps drop into a removable tray with handle - to 
be removed, waste disposed of and place back into unit.  No need 
to scoop or touch the litter in this easy process.
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For more information contact Pet Pacific Pty Ltd on  
(02) 4728 6000 or email petpacific@petpacific.com.au
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